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Introduction to Reticular Chemistry: Metal-Organic Frameworks and Covalent Organic FrameworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	A concise introduction to the chemistry and design principles behind important metal-organic frameworks and related porous materials

	

	Reticular chemistry has been applied to synthesize new classes of porous materials that are successfully used for myraid applications in areas such as gas separation, catalysis, energy, and...
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Ageing and Life Extension of Offshore Structures: The Challenge of Managing Structural IntegrityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	A comprehensive overview of managing and assessing safety and functionality of ageing offshore structures and pipelines

	A significant proportion, estimated at over 50%, of the worldwide infrastructure of offshore structures is in a life extension phase and is vulnerable to ageing processes. This book captures the central...
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C++ Common Knowledge: Essential Intermediate ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 2005
What Every Professional C++  Programmer Needs to Know—Pared to Its Essentials So It Can Be Efficiently and  Accurately Absorbed

C++ is a large, complex language, and learning it is never  entirely easy. But some concepts and techniques must be thoroughly mastered if...
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Solaris 8: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Clients often ask why we choose Solaris as an operating environment. Is it a decision based on price? Is it an attraction to the latest gizmo features, each with its own four-letter acronym? Do we have a cozy arrangement with Sun Microsystems to promote their operating system? The answer to each of these questions is no, no, NO!  ...
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Advanced Programming Language DesignAddison Wesley, 1995
This book stems in part from courses taught at the University of Kentucky
and at the University of Wisconsin–Madison on programming language design.
There are many good books that deal with the subject at an undergraduate
level, but there are few that are suitable for a one-semester graduatelevel
course. This book is my...
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Concurrency Theory: Calculi an Automata for Modelling Untimed and Timed Concurrent SystemsSpringer, 2005
In the world we live in concurrency is the norm. For example, the human body
is a massively concurrent system, comprising a huge number of cells, all simultaneously
evolving and independently engaging in their individual biological
processing. In addition, in the biological world, truly sequential systems rarely
arise. However,...
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Microwave Circuit Modeling Using Electromagnetic Field SimulationArtech House Publishers, 2003
This unique 'how to' book is an ideal introduction to electromagnetic field-solvers. It provides you with helpful advice on selecting the right tools for your RF and high-speed digital circuit design work. The focus is on the strengths and weaknesses of the major commercial software packages. Featuring full-color illustrations, this practical...
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Designing for Interaction: Creating Smart Applications and Clever Devices (Voices That Matter)Peachpit Press, 2006
Explore the new design discipline that is behind such products as the iPod and innovative Web sites like Flicer. While other books on this subject are either aimed at more seasoned practitioners or else are too focused on a particular medium like software, this guide will take a more holistic approach to the discipline, looking at interaction...
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Cyber Forensics: A Field Manual for Collecting, Examining, and Preserving Evidence of Computer CrimesAuerbach Publications, 2002
This is a comprehensive, highly usable, and clearly organized field manual of the issues, tools, and control techniques that audit, law enforcement, and infosecurity professionals need to know to successfully investigate illegal activities perpetrated through the use of information technology. All of the forensic audit routines discussed...
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OS X for Hackers at Heart: The Apple of Every Hacker's EyeSyngress Publishing, 2005
The sexy, elegant design of the Apple PowerBook combined with the Unix-like OS X operating system based on FreeBSD, have once again made OS X the Apple of every hackers eye. In this unique and engaging book covering the brand new OS X 10.4 Tiger, the worlds foremost true hackers unleash the power of OS X for everything form cutting edge research...
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Thinking Animation: Bridging the Gap Between 2D and CGCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Learn how to think before you animate. Thinking Animation is a one-of-a-kind book that emphasizes how artists can use traditional animation techniques and principles with the computer generated animation technology of today. Written by seasoned animators with experience in both 2D and CG, Thinking Animation is an exquisite guide aimed at...
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About Face 3: The Essentials of Interaction DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
When the first edition of About Face was published in 1995, the idea of designing products based on human goals was a revolutionary concept. Thanks to the work of Alan Cooper and other pioneers, interaction design is now widely recognized as a unique and vital discipline, but our work is far from finished.
This completely updated volume...
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